
Next Gen 
True 
Commercial 
Tankless

Provides scalability of up to 6 heaters 
on a single venting system without the 
need for an external non-return valve.

New Common 
Vent Capability

Pre-Mix Burner 
Combined with a unique negative pressure 
Venturi gas valve, the NCC199CDV is 
energy star certified & features ultra-
efficient 0.95 UEF.

Dual High Grade Stainless 
Steel Heat Exchangers
The right materials for the right 
situation. Utilizes 2 types of stainless 
steel: High temperature for the 
primary and corrosion resistant for the 
secondary.

Ultra Low Nox
Produces only 14 ppm. 33% less 
emissions than the SCAQMD 
limitations of 20ppm NOx.



NCC199CDV
Min. / Max. BTU 18K - 199,900 BTUh

Capacity Range 0.5 - 11.1 GPM (30ºF Rise)

Weight 70 lbs.

UEF 0.95

Connection 
Sizes

Water Inlet NPT 3/4”

Hot Water 
Outlet

NPT 3/4”

Gas Inlet NPT 3/4”

Condensate 
Drain

NPT 1/2”

Water Holding Capacity 0.82 Gallon (3.1 L)

Temperature 
Settings

ºF Mode 100-150º (In 5º F Intervals)
160º F, 170º F, 185º F (14 Options)

ºC Mode 37-48º C (In 1ºC intervals), 50-85ºC
(In 5º intervals) (20 options)

Operating Pressure
15-150 psi 

(Recommended 50 to 80 psi for 
maximum performance)

Included Accessories
Remote controller, remote controller 

cord, anchoring screws, 
wall mounting bracket

Trusted
Since 1951, Noritz’s commitment and mission has been to “make 
people happy through hot water.” With over 16,000,000 units 
serving people’s hot water needs worldwide, our goal is to provide 
sustainable customer focused solutions for hot water. 

Reliable
Noritz Commercial Tankless Water Heaters are modular and can be 
linked to create redundancy. Even when one unit needs service or 
is not in operation, hot water will be delivered seamlessly by other 
units in the system. Noritz redundancy in commercial applications 
provides a reliable, uninterrupted source of hot water which 
translates to piece of mind for our customers & their bottom line. 

Unmatched
Noritz Commercial Tankless Water Heaters are the only TRUE 
commercial grade tankless water heaters on the market. Noritz 
continues to lead the industry in terms of innovation, quality, and 
performance. Noritz Intelligent Modular Water Heating Technology 
can link up to 24 units in a single system providing unmatched 
performance and reliability. 

Efficient
For the rest of the pack, efficiency is a mere watermark to aim for. 
For Noritz, efficiency is our name. From an industry leading 0.95 
UEF to the lean JPS just in time manufacturing process we utilize to 
manufacture our product. 

Commercial 
Remote Controller

 - Temperature adjustment from 
100-185º (ºC or ºF)

 - Recirculation Control Feature
 - Time Stamps Error Codes

Commercial 
Wifi Adapter

The Noritz NWCC Commercial 
WIFI Adapter allows business 

owners and contractors 
to take full control of their 

tankless system. 

System Controller
(SC-XX)

Available system controller 
models can provide a central 

communication link for up to 6, 
12, or 24 unit multi-systems.

Quick Connect 
Cord (QC)

Provide simple staging 
and modulation for 2 units 

in small applications

Condensate Neutralizer 
Kit (NT20A)

Neutralize acidic condensate 
before it is dumped into common 

drains. Intended use: up to 
3,000,000 BTU/hr or 5 GPH.

Multisystem Control Superior commercial unit linking made easy

Units Used 2 6 12 24

Accessory QC-2 SC-401-6M SCU-401-12M SCU-401-24M


